INTRODUCTION
This paper describes progress in the development of a navigation framework for the Coupled-Layer Architecture for Robotic Autonomy (CLARAty) [13] .
As part of CLARAty, this framework shares the design goals of maximizing code reuse while maintaining an efficient and accessible implementation.
CLARAty is designed to ease the transition from research to flight-ready software. It attempts to achieve this goal by developing a set of standard interfaces and a basic set of reusable components. CLARAty is being developed using object-oriented design principles to enable code reuse and to provide an avenue for extension. An open source development model is being used to allow collaborators to contribute component extensions, which helps the architecture achieve and maintain a critical mass. A detailed discussion of the motivation for CLARAty can be found in [ 141.
One novel feature of the CLARAty architecture is its two layer structure, illustrated in Figure 1 functional layer, provides a hierarchical interface to hardware components and rover services. The decision layer may access services in the functional layer at any point in the hierarchy, allowing the decision layer to plan at a granularity appropriate for a given task.
The motivation for developing a generic navigation framework comes from our experiences implementing navigation algorithms for a variety of robots. For example, a combination of a local obstacle avoidance algorithm (Morphin) [9] and a real time path planner (D*) [ l l ] has been used on a number of robotic platforms. A first implementation was developed for Ratler [5] . Since then, it has been used on a progression of robots including Nomad 1151, an ATRV [lo], and most recently Hyperion [12] .
Each new implementation has made gains in performance and capabilities but a major. effort has been required to port the software, often involving a complete reimplementation. A goal of this work is to simplify this process, allowing researchers to focus on developing and testing new capabilities rather than dealing with the mundane details of creating a platform specific implementation of an existing algorithm.
We believe that the navigation framework described here will enable a large family of navigation algorithms to readily run on a variety of robotic platforms. This "write once, run anywhere" paradigm is a fundamental goal of CLARAty. Not only will the framework simplify development, it will also enable the direct comparison of algorithms in controlled experiments.
This framework has been developed by first analyzing the fundamental components of a variety of navigation algorithms. Then, through judicious design, a modular framework that is efficient, portable. and easily extensible was developed.
The framework breaks navigation algorithms into a set of decoupled components. Through this decomposition, gains are made in code reuse and maintainability. This decomposition is discussed in detail in the following section.
NAVIGATION ARCHITECTURE
The role of a navigation algorithm is to generate safe paths through terrain while achieving specific goals. The navigator uses sensor data to evaluate terrain and locomotion components to execute motor and robot trajectories.
Our navigation architecture is divided into modules roughly along sense-think-act lines: traversability analysis, cost functions, and action selection. In the traversability analysis components, sensor data is converted into a model of the world. Costfunctions transform these models into a form that can be used for planning. Action selectors then use this planning space to determine how the robot should move. Once a course of action is determined, the resulting trajectory is then passed to the locomotion system for execution. The navigator provides the basic interface between decision layer processes and the navigation and locomotion systems. Figure 2 illustrates the relationship between the generic components of this framework. Each component provides a standardized set of interface functions that can be overridden in descendant classes to provide specific behavior.
Waypoints
Navigation goals are expressed as waypoints. Waypoints provide a simple interface that returns whether or not a state is in a set of desired states. The basic implementation is a two dimensional goal location specified with some error tolerance. Descendent waypoint classes may provide more complicated goal conditions, such as a goal line to cross or achieving a position with a desired orientation.
Navigator
The navigator tracks the progress of the robot as it progresses towards a waypoint. Through this interface, the decision layer may queue a list of waypoints for the robot to pass through. The navigator also provides an interface through which callbacks can be registered. The callbacks can be used to monitor the progress of the navigator or, in a more complex way, to trigger non-navigation tasks to execute (e.g. opportunistic science). Figure 3 shows the basic sense-think-act loop that makes up the navigator's execution loop.
Traversability Analysis
Traversability analysis involves the conversion of sensor data into a model of the world. This may be as simple as a binary occupancy grid or as complicated as a statistical evaluation of the terrain (illustrated in Figure 4 ).
The decoupling of terrain analysis from the details of the navigation algorithm allows for a straightforward interchange of sensors and processing techniques without changing the underlying approach used to select actions. The traversability analyzer class provides a simple hook to trigger this analysis.
Objects that require terrain information register with the traversability analyzer; when data becomes available (e.g. the sensors have been sampled and the terrain analysis has been performed) each registered object has its callback function executed. By using a publishkubscribe paradigm in this way, information can flow to classes outside of the navigation subsystem (i.e. for monitoring or map building) while unnecessary interfaces are not forced upon classes that do not need traversability data. Furthermore, the sensor update rate can be decoupled from the navigation rate, within the constraints imposed by the sensor footprint and speed of the robot [4] .
Cost Functions
Cost functions transform the terrain evaluation data into a form that can be used for planning. They are divided into two types: local and global. Local cost functions return the instantaneous cost for traversing a particular patch of terrain. Global cost functions provide the estimated cost to reach a goal from a particular location. This division is based on the assumption that, in the large scale, robot motion can be approximated as holonomic, while locally there are a variety of constraints that limit the motion of a robot. Both types of cost functions provide a cost per unit distance scale factor to allow them to be weighted appropriately.
Local cost functions may simply return a binary cost stating whether a location is traversable or they may use the output of a complicated traversability analyzer to provide a continuous cost measure. Similarly, global cost functions may be as simple as the distance to the goal or may be as complicated as the cost to go returned by an information optimal planner. By combing these two types of cost functions, the local minima problems associated with purely local path planners can be avoided.
Action Selection
The action selector class is where the specifics of a navigation algorithm are implemented. Fundamentally, the role of the action selector is to determine the appropriate next action(s) for the robot to perform given its current state and information from local and global cost functions.
Through the decoupling of action selection from traversability analysis, it is straightforward to modify the set of trajectories over which the navigation algorithm searches (for example searching arcs instead of point-turdstraight line paths). The generic action selector interface provides accessor functions to get and set the current waypoint, and a function that returns the next action the robot should take.
To enable a generic implementation of algorithms, action selectors are provided with a model of the locomotion capabilities of the rover. At minimum, the model provides a kinematic projection o f . trajectories and important kinematic properties, such as the number of wheels and the wheelbase of the robot. Action selectors may use this information to generically integrate terrain costs over the expected path of a robot.
Locomotion
The locomotor classes provide an abstract interface to the underlying robotic locomotion mechanism. The locomotion framework is structured in a double-bridge software pattern [ 2 ] , allowing independent specialization of the kinematic configuration and control interface. The wheel locomotor class provides the interface used by other
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components to maneuver the vehicle. The wheel locomotor inte$ace defines functions that descendants must provide to encapsulate the specifics of the protocol used to command the mechanism. The wheel locomotor model describes the kinematics of the robot. This structure allows for maximal code reuse, which is particularly important in a research environment where changes to the robot may occur incrementally, e.g. the control system may be redeveloped while the mechanical robot remains the same, or vice versa. Figure 5 illustrates this structure.
~3 Wheel Loconotor Interface
Locomotor interface classes provide an abstraction to the different control interfaces potentially available on a robot (e.g. independent motor control, bank control, high level arc control). Drive commands are used as a high level interface to the locomotor. Each command encodes one of six basic motions a mobile robot can perform (see Figure  6 ) . An instantiation of the locomotor uses its associated interface class to convert the given drive commands into a set of low-level motor commands.
Fixed Contact Model
Information about the kinematic properties of the robot is provided through the same locomotion model that is used in the action selector. By maintaining this information in a single location, the possibility of a mismatch between the navigation and locomotion systems is eliminated, allowing a robust decoupling of the generation of robot level motion commands and individual motor control commands.
W h e e I Locomotor lnterfsce Sirn

Framework Implementation
As with all parts of CLARAty, the navigation framework is designed to operate on a variety of software and hardware platforms. Operating system support includes various flavors of Linux, VxWorks, and Solaris. The navigation framework also operates on both Intel and Motorola processors. To simplify the task of developing for multiple platforms, the Adaptive Communication Environment (ACE) [7] is used as a hardware and operating system abstraction layer. ACE provides operating system independent implementations of a variety of common programming constructs including mutexes, threads, and inter-process communication structures. Through the use
Wheel Loconotor
Figure 5 -The double-bridge structure of the locomotion framework.
of ACE, porting the framework to other operating systems (e.g. QNX) should be straightforward.
EXAMPLE IMPLEMENTATION
To demonstrate the use of the framework, an example implementation of a navigation architecture that utilizes both local and global knowledge to traverse unknown terrain is now presented. This implementation is being used to operate a variety of simulated and real rovers, both at Carnegie Mellon University and at NASA.
Prior implementations of this navigation algorithm [5] [10] [12] were closely tied to the robot for which they were developed. With each new robot, the software would generally need to be reimplemented to provide modifications to allow it to run on a specific platform. performance of these algorithms.
Terrain Analysis
The Morphin algorithm [9] is used to perform terrain analysis. It operates by generating statistical metrics of the terrain from range data. To do this, the local terrain is divided into cells. Groups of cells are combined into overlapping robot-sized patches. For each patch the algorithm finds the best plane that represents the perceived terrain (see Figure 4 ).
Traversability is determined by analyzing three metrics: slope, roughness, and "step height". Each metric is normalized so that they can be compared directly. The traversability of a patch is determined by the worst of the three values.
In general, regions of the sensor footprint that contain more data points generate better estimates of the actual terrain.
To encode this, a certainty value is computed for each patch. Certainty is calculated as a function of the number of points in a patch and the evenness of the distribution of the points over the patch.
Cost Functions
The traversability map generated by Morphin is used directly as the local cost function. The cost returned is calculated as the inverse of the traversability score multiplied by the certainty of the data in a cell.
Dynamic A* (D*) [11] is used to provide informationoptimal global costs. D* generates an initial cost map from available a priori information and then modifies the map as new terrain analysis data becomes available. The advantage of D* over basic A*-like algorithms is that it replans in regions of the space that are affected by new information, rather than replanning over the entire space. This provides a significant performance advantage, particularly in the case of mobile robotics where new information about the world is localized due to the nature of the sensors used.
Action Selection
In this implementation, the action selector chooses among a set of forward and backward arcs. The action selector utilizes data from both the Morphin local cost evaluation and the D* global cost function to determine the best trajectory to execute.
Prior Implementations
In prior implementations, the navigation system was not decomposed along the lines described here. Morphin and D* independently determined costs for each arc the robot could traverse. Morphin would attempt to avoid difficult terrain in the local sensor map, while D* would try to minimize the distance to a goal. These "votes" were then either summed or passed through an arbitration system. The combined lowest cost arc was then selected for execution.
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The capabilities of a robot were also implicitly encoded in each algorithm, which decreased the reusability of developed components. The functionality of the action selector was also distributed to both algorithms, requiring independent implementations of models to predict the outcome of executing various arcs. Since the action selector was encoded within each algorithm, modifying the types of trajectories executed by a robot was difficult.
Navigation Framework Based Implementation
To address these problems, Morphin and D* were ported to the navigation framework discussed in this paper. Figure 7 shows the resulting structure of the software. The Morphin algorithm provides traversability data to the navigation system through the callback interface described earlier.
Three classes register to receive this data:
Goodness Callback this class updates a local traversability map used as a local cost function.
D* Goodness Callback this class transfers the traversability analysis to the map used by the D* global cost function.
Goodness Streamer Callback a debugging class which is used to broadcast this data to an off board user interface.
The local and global cost functions are used by an implementation of the action selector interface which searches for the best arc to traverse.
This framework addresses many of the problems associated with prior implementations of the algorithms. In this framework, the model used to describe the motion of the robot is centralized, so all cost evaluations are consistent. Furthermore, the scaling data in the cost functions allows for arbitrary cost functions to be used while still providing reasonable summations.
Within the framework, each component (e.g. the action selector, Morphin traversability analyzer, D* cost function, and locomotion model) is independent of the others. Changing the types of motion the robot performs therefore does not require changes to any module other than the action selector. For example, to have a robot move along straight line segments connected by point turns would require only the implementation of a new action selector. Similarly, by replacing the Morphin traversability analyzer with a port of the GESTALT terrain analyzer [3], the two traversability analyzers could be compared directly, without the need to change other software.
The fundamental nature of the algorithm can also be easily changed. For example, by removing the D* global cost function and replacing the action selector with a new module, a new navigation system that resembles the Rover Bug [6] algorithm could be quickly implemented.
Results
This implementation has been tested in simulation and is currently undergoing testing in the JPL Marsyard. As 
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To evaluate and debug our new implementation, the visualization tool shown in Figure 8 was developed. It is used to perform traversability analysis on recorded images, and to test the behavior of an action selector given the traversability analysis. In previous implementations, a similar tool was developed to evaluate the traversability analysis, but it was not possible to visualize the action selection process. Using components from the new framework, the tool was straightforward to develop and provides the enhanced ability of rendering the reasoning being performed by the action selector.
In simulation, the navigation software has repeatedly driven the robot between waypoints spaced approximately 40m apart. Figure 9 shows a composite navigation map generated as the robot traveled through two consecutive waypoints. The first waypoint was located to the right of the image; the second is represented by the blue hemisphere.
True to its goal, this implementation of the navigation algorithm can be directly utilized on a variety of robotic platforms. The core navigation software requires no changes to transfer it between platforms. The only software that differs between various platforms is the wheel locomotor model, wheel locomotor interface and the software used to generate range data. These changes are localized, and the required components can be used across a variety of other navigation algorithms.
SUMMARY
The navigation framework presented in this paper provides a generic approach to implementing algorithms so that they may operate on a variety of robotic platforms. The framework defines a set of basic interfaces and callback hooks that provide broad flexibility in the algorithms that can be implemented. El], do not fit well within this framework. That being said, a large family of navigation algorithms can be implemented using this framework, and will greatly benefit from reusing available and robust components.
In the near future we intend to more thoroughly test and evaluate our current navigation implementation. Within the next year we intend to implement both the Rover Bug [6] and GESTALT [3] algorithms within this framework and compare them in controlled experiments.
